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SAM-M40SP
Mobile stainless steel system for cleaning brakes for all cars and hgvs
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DESCRIPTION
 

Mobile stainless steel system for cleaning brakes for all cars and hgvs

This machine is designed for cleaning and degreasing brake systems, hubs and other parts for cars and HGVs using a

water-based biodegradable cleaning liquid.It is a pneumatic device equipped with a double-membrane pump.Used with

product SAM-30L-DEGR (can of organic degreaser).The machine is entirely made of steel AISI 304 and consists of:1. A drum

containing the cleaning and degreasing liquid (30L can)2. A base supporting the drum of cleaning liquid and the control panel

for controlling the liquid output speed by impulses.3. A removable tray with wheels and a sloping surface for recuperating the

cleaning liquid.MAIN PARTS OF THE MACHINE- Handle- Brush with special non-catching bristles- Sloping surface- Drum of

washing liquid- Safety pictograms- Compressed air connection- Suction tube with filter allowing you to go to the bottom of the

tank and even with 5-10 litres left.Removable tray filter.Weight: 30 kg.Tray height: 1,030 mm.Width: 600 mm.Depth: 750

mm.Permissible load on the removable tray: 30 kg.Capacity of the removable tray: 40 Litres.Dimensions of the removable tray:

750*500*H100 mm.Air supply pressure: 6/10 bar.Warranty: 3 years for the double-membrane pump and 3 months for all the

external parts (brush, valves, etc.).

STANDARDS / DIRECTIVES
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SPECIFIC DATA
 

   Designation    STAIN. STEEL MOBILE SPRAYER FOR CLEANING CAR+HGV BRAKE SYST.

   Sales reference    SAM-M40SP

   Weight (kg)    75

   Guarantee    M1 | SAM Equipment and Machine Guarantee:

Guarantee applied

M1 | SAM Equipment and Machine Guarantee:
Guarantee for a limited period, covering technical tools, devices and machines used under normal conditions. The length is given by the
number after the letter M: 1 to 5 years

>> Find out more
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